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1. Why should children learn coding?

2. What will a general coding curriculum look like?
3. How can we help children to learn coding?

4. What are the free or other accessible resources for children to 
learn?



1. Why should children learn coding? 

• Coding is a basic literacy in the digital age 
• Language in general help people to communicate
• Coding helps children to understand the world (technology) around them

• Coding encourages creativity
• Creative thinking begins with a questioning mindset. It can be taught by 

encouraging kids to experiment, explore their ideas, question their assumptions, 
and make mistakes (and learn from them).

• Coding let kids to be exposed to this process of experimentation.

• Coding enhances math skills
• Visualize abstract concepts
• Apply math to real-world situations



1. Why? -to become the creative thinkers and 
problem solvers of the next generation.

• Coding improves planning and writing skills 
• Need to plan and organize thoughts

• Coding helps children to become confident problem solvers
• No one way to solve problems
• Do something else if one thing does not work

In summary, coding helps to develop a valuable technical and 
creative skill set that will grow with children into adulthood, 
enabling them to thrive in the digital world.



2. What will a general coding curriculum 
look like?



A general coding curriculum teaches

• Logical Thinking
• Logical thinking is the act of analyzing a situation and 

coming up with a sensible solution

• Logical Structure
• Sequences

• One selection executes a set of commands in order
• Selections

• One selection decides to do something or not
• Loops

• One loop repeat commands until a specific condition occurs

• Problem Solving
• Principles of Clean Coding



Problem Solving Stage

1.     Identify the problem

2.     Analyze the problem
3.     Develop multiple solutions

4.     Choose the optimal solution

Next is to write a solution: today software teams follow principles 
of “Agile Manifest”: one critical part of this is to verify the problem 
and adjust your work to get the optimal results.



Example: We want to visit our friends who 
live in a city far from home

• Problem: Deciding the best way to travel
• Discussing details of this “problem” will bring up smaller, more 

manageable problems to solve
• We will prioritize:

• Safety
• Get there quickly
• Enjoy things along the way
• Cost

• Based on these we need to identify the possible solutions:
• Take a plane
• Drive a car
• Take a train
• etc.

• Then break the problem down into smaller problems



A general coding curriculum

• Gives students multiple chances to practice items being taught

• Encourages students to create their own software



Examples of students’ coding

• Dancing Party
• Mouse Movement Mania
• Random Blobber
• Fish Tank
• Bunny Land



Dancing Party

A student (11 year old, 6th grader) after her first class of coding

using scratch



Mouse Movement Mania

9 year old student

JavaScript

In the first couple of months of learning coding



Random Blobber

A student (12 years old, 7th grader) 

In the first couple of months of learning coding



Fish Tank

JavaScript

After a few months of learning coding



Bunny Land

Using JavaScript, HTML, CSS

After 1 year’s coding lessons  





3. How can we help children to learn coding? &
4. What are the free or other accessible resources?

• Taking classes
• Study Alone
• How to navigate the code learning process?



Taking classes –
elementary/middle/high school

• Start to incorporate coding as part of the curriculum
• E.g. teaching scratch to 3rd grader in Okemos Elementary Schools

• Experience level of staff/teachers

• Teaching material

• Coding is so important that schools can not afford to ignore it



Jan. 30, 2016, President Barack Obama announced the 
Computer Science for All initiative; a plan to increase 
the amount of elementary and high school students 
learning how to code.

It is an "ambitious, all-hands-on-deck" initiative to get 
every student in the United States coding.

"In the new economy, computer science isn't an optional 
skill—it's a basic skill, right along with the three Rs,'” 
President Obama said. 

Image from Code.org

Yet in 2016, only 1 in 4 elementary and high schools 
teach programming. The number of introductory 
secondary school computer science courses have 
decreased by 17% since 2005. Every other STEM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) course has 
seen a steady enrollment increase over the same period.

Image from 
https://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/curriculum/2016/01/



Taking classes –
private lessons

• One-to-one attention, 

• Highly efficient, 
• Catering to kids’ needs

• Lack of group dynamics and team atmosphere

• Cannot learn from peers

• Difficult to continue



Taking Classes-
group lessons offered by professionals

• Group dynamic, learning from peers

• Enough interaction with the teachers as 
small size of the group

• Professional teachers with years of 
coding & teaching experiences

Image from https://ideas.demco.com/blog/explore-
coding-in-the-classroom/



Studying alone

• Beginning: mastering the basics
• Later on: learning how to learn coding as you go on
• Many free resources are available for coding and communicating

• Online: Khan Academy, Code.org
• books, books
• websites…github, ide
• free coding lessons offered by high school students who are eager to teach

• Suitable for very self-motivated children with help from parents/teachers, 
especially parents with professional background

• May consider to organize a parent group of similar minded children to form a 
study group



How to navigate the learning code process?

• choose the most suitable approach that suits your children
• interest, motivation
• Capability

• your time and $ budget
• suitable for your time

• different approach at different stage of learning
• beginning guided ideally by a teacher, learning the basic & logics of coding
• later more self-learning as the student is getting use to learn and know 

more about available resources



CF 101 Coding Fundamental I - description

• For beginners who are seriously committed in learning how to code
• suitable for middle school students who are in Grades 6 to 8. 

• very capable 5th graders or exceptional 4th graders (upon the instructor’s 
approval)

• Gain knowledge and have practiced coding basics, e.g., sequencing, 
loops, conditionals, functions, and variables.  

• General problem-solving strategies and basics of computers, including 
input, output, processing, and storage.  

• weekly coding exercises, 
• two relatively large coding projects 
• foundation for a more challenging course, e.g., CF 102 offered in Spring 

2021. 



CF 101 Coding Fundamental I - Instructor

• Mr. Raymond Naseef
• Bachelor in Computer Science, CEO of Web Forester LLC., 
• a senior software developer who has rich experiences in IT, 

finance, insurance, and education industries in Boston, New 
Jersey, and Michigan. 

• teaching the next generation “coding for future.”
• students: age 8 to 18. 
• a father of two children who are in Grade 4 and 6 and interested 

in learning coding. 



CF 101 Course Introduction



Thank you! Q&A next… https://webforesters.com/


